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By Lisa Genova

Large Print Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 524 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 1.0in.The
breathtaking new novel from the author of STILL ALICE, now adapted into an Oscar-winning film
starring Julianne Moore. What would you do if the body and brain you rely on suddenly let you
down - and would it change the person you are inside Joe OBrien is a Boston cop; his physical
stamina and methodical mind have seen him through decades policing the city streets, while
raising a family with his wife Rosie. When he starts committing uncharacteristic errors - mislaying
his police weapon, trouble writing up reports, slurred speech - he attributes them to stress. Finally,
he agrees to see a doctor and is handed a terrifying, unexpected diagnosis: Huntingtons disease.
Not only is Joes life set to change forever, but each of his four grown-up children has a fifty per cent
chance of inheriting the disease. Observing her potential future play out in her fathers escalating
symptoms, his pretty yoga teacher daughter Katie wrestles with how to make the most of the here
and now, and how to care for her dad who is, inside, always an OBrien. Inside the OBriens is a
powerfully...
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ReviewsReviews

These kinds of publication is everything and got me to looking ahead of time and much more. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and
valuable. Your way of life period is going to be enhance when you full looking over this ebook.
-- Dr. Lessie Murphy IV-- Dr. Lessie Murphy IV

A brand new e book with an all new standpoint. it was actually writtern very properly and beneficial. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of studying
a composed publication.
-- Esperanza Pollich-- Esperanza Pollich
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